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	Managing Web Service Quality: Measuring Outcomes and Effectiveness (Premier Reference Source), 9781605660424 (1605660426), Information Science Publishing, 2008
Web services are increasingly important in information technology with the expansive growth of the Internet. As services proliferate in domains ranging from e-commerce to digital government, the need for tools and methods to measure and guide the achievement of quality outcomes is critical for organizations.
  Managing Web Service Quality: Measuring Outcomes and Effectiveness focuses on the advances in Web service quality, covering topics such as quality requirements, security issues, and development and integration methods of providing quality services. Covering both technical and managerial issues related to Web service quality, this authoritative collection provides academicians, researchers, and practitioners with the most advanced research in the field.    
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Problem and Solution to Mechanical EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2007

	Mechanical Engineering being core subject of engineering and Technology, is taught to almost all branches of engineering, throughout the world. The subject covers various topics as evident from the course content, needs a compact and lucid book covering all the topics in one volume. Keeping this in view the authors have written this book,...


		

Distributed Coordination of Multi-agent Networks: Emergent Problems, Models, and IssuesSpringer, 2010

	Distributed Coordination of Multi-agent Networks introduces problems, models, and issues such as collective periodic motion coordination, collective tracking with a dynamic leader, and containment control with multiple leaders, and explores ideas for their solution. Solving these problems extends the existing application domains of...


		

Deductive Databases and Their ApplicationsCRC Press, 1998
Deductive Databases and their Applications is an introductory text aimed at undergraduate students with some knowledge of database and information systems. The text comes complete with exercises and solutions to encourage students to tackle problems practically as well as theoretically. The author presents the origins of deductive databases in...




	

Cost Containment and Efficiency in National Health Systems: A Global Comparison (Health Care and Disease Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Written by a local health economics expert, each of the eight chapters in this timely handbook and ready reference describes the national healthcare system of a different industrialized country. In each case, the 4-5 specific policies with the highest impact on that respective country over the past 20-30 years are identified. In addition, the...


		

Biophysics DeMYSTiFiedMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Learn BIOPHYSICS without expending a lot of ENERGY!


	Interested in unraveling the physics of living things? Here's your starting point. Biophysics Demystified is the fast and easy way to understand this fascinating topic.


	Written in a step-by-step format, this practical guide begins with an introduction to...


		

Neuroendovascular Surgery (Progress in Neurological Surgery, Vol. 17)Karger, 2005

	Over the past decades many surgical subspecialties have moved from traditionally open procedures towards minimally invasive approaches. With the advent of improved technology and smaller more maneuverable devices more delicate procedures have been developed. In this volume the most common neuroendovascular procedures currently practiced are...
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